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Adding Money
Sheet 1

Ms. Stevens paid    190.00 for electricity and    66.79 for the internet. She also paid    35.91

toward recycling. How much did Ms. Stevens pay for the services in all?

S SS

Je! and Kylie met for lunch at an Italian restaurant. They placed an order for fried wings, 

shrimp spaghetti, chicken caesar salad, and french fries that were priced at    22.49,    11.99,    

  14.95, and    4.99 respectively. How much did they pay at the restaurant altogether?

S

S S

S

Suzanne bought heavy-duty trash bags for    19.47, a compost bin for    51.34, and a wooden 

tub for    4.76. How much did Suzanne spend at the garden supplies store in all?S

S S

In September, Richard paid    55.26 for water,    34.11 for the sewer service, and    1.73 for the

storm drain. How much did he pay for the services in all?

S S S

Chloe goes to a party supply store, and buys the following items: a set of dessert plates for

   8.75, a pinata kit for    36.87, a favor kit for    24.99, and a pack of lunch plates for    12.49.

 How much did Chloe spend at the store altogether?

S S SS

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
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Adding Money
Sheet 1

Ms. Stevens paid    190.00 for electricity and    66.79 for the internet. She also paid    35.91

toward recycling. How much did Ms. Stevens pay for the services in all?

S SS

Je! and Kylie met for lunch at an Italian restaurant. They placed an order for fried wings, 

shrimp spaghetti, chicken caesar salad, and french fries that were priced at    22.49,    11.99,    

  14.95, and    4.99 respectively. How much did they pay at the restaurant altogether?

S

S S

S

Suzanne bought heavy-duty trash bags for    19.47, a compost bin for    51.34, and a wooden 

tub for    4.76. How much did Suzanne spend at the garden supplies store in all?S

S S

In September, Richard paid    55.26 for water,    34.11 for the sewer service, and    1.73 for the

storm drain. How much did he pay for the services in all?

S S S

Chloe goes to a party supply store, and buys the following items: a set of dessert plates for

   8.75, a pinata kit for    36.87, a favor kit for    24.99, and a pack of lunch plates for    12.49.

 How much did Chloe spend at the store altogether?

S S SS

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

SChloe spent    83.10 altogether.

SRichard paid    91.10 in total.

SSuzanne spent    75.57 in all at the store.

SJe! and Kylie paid    54.42 in all at the restaurant.

SMs. Stevens paid    292.70 in all.
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